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Abstract
The combination of exploding demand and limited resources poses a significant challenge for future wireless network design. Since hand-held devices are carried by human beings, we advocate a socially-driven approach to enhance cooperative networking. Such cooperation among mobile devices with trust enables self-organizing networking, and has potential to achieve substantial gains in spectral efficiency and lead to significant increases in network capacity. In particular, mobile devices are coupled in the physical domain due to the interference relationship in data transmissions, and also coupled in social domain due to the social ties among them. It would be a win-win case for these devices to help those users having social trust with them. With this insight, we propose a novel social group maximization framework for cooperative networking, where each user carries out resource allocation to maximize its social group utility, defined as the weighted sum of its own utility and the utilities of other users having social trust towards it. Through varieties of wireless networking applications, we demonstrate that the social group utility maximization framework can provide rich modeling flexibility for cooperative networking.
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